The speaker is the presiding officer of the house of representatives. The Texas Constitution requires the house of representatives, each time a new legislature convenes, to choose one of its own members to serve as speaker. The speaker of the United States House of Representatives, commonly known as the Speaker of the House, is the presiding officer of the United States House of Representatives. The office was established in 1789 by Article I, Section 2 of the U.S. Constitution. The Speaker is the political and parliamentary leader of the House of Representatives and is simultaneously the house's presiding officer. The Speaker of the House of Commons is the chief officer and highest authority of the House of Commons, the lower house and primary chamber of the Parliament of the United Kingdom. The current Speaker, Sir Lindsay Hoyle, was elected Speaker on 4 November 2019, following the retirement of John Bercow. Hoyle began his first full parliamentary term in the role on 17 December 2019, having “the house of representatives shall choose their speaker and other officers; And shall have the sole power of impeachment.”—U.S. Constitution, Article I, Section 2, Clause 5. The Speaker is the political and parliamentary leader of the House. The Constitution mandates the office, but the House and Speakers have defined its contours over time. Some Speakers have aggressively pursued a.

Dear colleague on house passage of the build back better act. November 20, 2021 press release. Speaker Nancy Pelosi issued this statement after science, space, and technology committee chairwoman Eddie Bernice Johnson announced her retirement. Pelosi statement on transgender day of remembrance. May 04, 2021 · the speaker of the house is second in the line of presidential succession, after the vice president. The election for Speaker of the House takes place at the beginning of each new congressional session. First speaker of the house: Speaker of the house John Boehner receives the Speaker's gavel from outgoing speaker Nancy Pelosi in 2011. Photo by Alex Wong/Getty ...
Medicare and Medicaid Services.

Speaker of the House of Commons (United Kingdom) - Wikipedia
The Speaker of the House of Commons is the chief officer and highest authority of the House of Commons, the lower house and primary chamber of the Parliament of the United Kingdom. The current speaker, Sir Lindsay Hoyle, was elected Speaker on 4 November 2019, following the retirement of John Bercow. Hoyle began his first full parliamentary term in the role on 17 December 2019, having

Speaker of the United States House of Representatives
The speaker of the United States House of Representatives, commonly known as the speaker of the House, is the presiding officer of the United States House of Representatives. The office was established in 1789 by Article I, Section 2 of the U.S. Constitution. The speaker is the political and parliamentary leader of the House of Representatives and is simultaneously the House's presiding...

Speaker of the House | US House of Representatives
"The House of Representatives shall choose their Speaker and other Officers; and shall have the sole Power of Impeachment."— U.S. Constitution, Article I, section 2, clause 5
The Speaker is the political and parliamentary leader of the House. The Constitution mandates the office, but the House and Speakers have defined its contours over time. Some Speakers have aggressively pursued a

Contact | Speaker Nancy Pelosi
On a Wednesday night in September, while President Biden backslapped in the Republican dugout during the annual congressional baseball game, Speaker Nancy Pelosi sat nearby Read More

Dear Colleague on House Passage of the Build Back Better Act

About the Speaker of the House of Representatives
May 04, 2021 · The Speaker of the House is second in the line of presidential succession, after the Vice President. The election for Speaker of the House takes place at the beginning of each new congressional session. While the Speaker is designated as the presiding officer of the House, this day-to-day duty is usually assigned to another representative. The

Speaker of the House Fast Facts | US House of
First Speaker of the House: Frederick A.C. Muhlenberg of Pennsylvania was elected presiding officer on April 1, 1789, the day the House organized itself during the First Federal Congress (1789-1791). Total number of Speakers: To date, 54 individuals have served as Speaker of the House of Representatives. Longest-serving Speaker of the House: Samuel Rayburn of Texas served as ...

How do you become Speaker of the House? | PBS NewsHour
Oct 08, 2015 · Left: Speaker of the House John Boehner receives the Speaker’s gavel from outgoing Speaker Nancy Pelosi in 2011. Photo by Alex Wong/Getty Images Photo by ...

Leadership | house.gov
Speaker of the House Rep. Nancy Pelosi. Elected by the whole of the House of Representatives, the Speaker acts as leader of the House and combines several roles: the institutional role of presiding officer and administrative head of the House, the role of leader of the majority party in the House, and the representative role of an elected member of the House.

Can An Outsider Be Speaker of the House? - NBC News
Oct 09, 2015 · The Constitution is silent on that question, saying simply, "The House of Representatives shall choose (sic) their Speaker and other Officers." The Clerk of the House agrees with the office of the

Chris Sprowls - 2020 - 2022 ( Speaker Sprowls ) | Florida
Chris Sprowls - 2020 - 2022 ( Speaker Sprowls )
The Speaker announced that the House do now adjourn pursuant to section 11(b) of H. Res. 188. The next meeting is scheduled for 11:00 a.m. on November 23, 2021.

**ELECTING THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES**

Nov 24, 2020 · Speaker dies, resigns, or is removed during a Congress, the House elects a new Speaker at that time. In the most recent cases of an election held during the middle of a Congress, the practice has been to elect a new Speaker using the same process as at the start of a Congress.

**JUST THE IDEA OF HOUSE SPEAKER TRUMP COULD BE A DREAM**

Oct 16, 2021 · House Speaker Nancy Pelosi and then-Vice President Mike Pence appear behind President Donald Trump at the 2019 State of the Union address, a perch Trump could enjoy behind President Biden if he

**HOUSE SPEAKER PELOSI HOLDS NEWS CONFERENCE ON BUILD BACK**

Nov 19, 2021 · House Speaker Nancy Pelosi and other Democratic leaders held a news conference to react to the House passage of its version of President Biden's Build Back Better social spending plan.

**HOW THE HOUSE ELECTS ITS SPEAKER**

Dec 28, 2020 · The first day of a new Congress is a truly exciting day for the House, and especially its newly elected Members. One of the most momentous parts of the first day is the constitutional obligation of electing a Speaker, who will preside over the House for ...

**MEADOWS BLASTS MCCARTHY'S LEADERSHIP, SAYS TRUMP SHOULD BE**

Nov 19, 2021 · Trump becoming the Speaker of the House would be unprecedented, but not impossible. According to the U.S. Constitution, members of the House are allowed to pick their own leaders and officers, including the Speaker, without any requirement that those individuals are elected to ...

**MARIANO PLANS TO SEEK ANOTHER TERM AS SPEAKER OF MASS. HOUSE**

Robert DeLeo said he planned to run again. The Winthrop Democrat was reelected, but ...

**ABDULKARIM DUGHMI ELECTED LOWER HOUSE SPEAKER**

Nov 15, 2021 · Deputies on Monday elected Deputy Abdulkarim Dughmi as the Lower House speaker. Dughmi won 64 votes out of a possible 130, with his rival MP Nassar Al Qaisi garnering 58 votes, while eight votes were cancelled. MP Ahmad Safadi was elected uncontested as the first deputy speaker of the Lower House, following the withdrawal of his only rival MP Hussein Harasees.

**OHIO HOUSE SPEAKER SHUTS DOWN PLANNED HEARING ON VACCINE**

Oct 15, 2021 · Ohio Speaker of the House Bob Cupp has left little doubt about the future of bills that would give most Ohio workers and students the ability to refuse the COVID-19 vaccine by ordering a committee chair to cancel an upcoming meeting.

**TRUMP PONDS RUN FOR CONGRESS — AND HOUSE SPEAKER — IN ...**

Jun 05, 2021 · The speaker of the House is third in the line of presidential succession — so Root’s plan would also necessitate the removal of Vice President Kamala Harris, a roadblock he did not mention.

**WHAT ARE THE DUTIES OF THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE?**

The Speaker of the United States House of Representatives is the head of the House of Representatives, as well as the presiding officer. As such, their ...

**MCCARTHY CAMPAIGN'S CASH TRANSFERS TO FELLOW HOUSE**

Oct 14, 2021 · Speaker McCarthy is a shoo-in," Rep. Jim Banks of Indiana, chair of the Republican Study Committee, the nearly half-century-old caucus of House conservative lawmakers, told Fox News.

**WOMAN NAMED SPEAKER OF THE BAHAMAS HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY**

Oct 13, 2021 · All seven of the PLP women candidates won seats in the House of Assembly in the Sept. 16 general election, and in addition to Ms.
hold cabinet-level positions in the new government headed by ...

US House Speaker Nancy Pelosi Celebrates Diwali
Nov 04, 2021 · US House Speaker Nancy Pelosi celebrated Diwali at the National Democratic Club, Washington DC today. Pelosi was pictured lighting the traditional ...

Speaker Pelosi: Reconciliation framework enough to bring
Oct 21, 2021 · WASHINGTON, D.C. – OCTOBER 21: House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif., along with members of Congress, parents and caregiving advocates ...

Nancy Pelosi Expected To Resign Soon, Step Down As Speaker

Oct 17, 2021 · Rumors are swirling in Washington D.C. that Nancy Pelosi is going to step down as Speaker of The House after getting a massive spending bill pushed through. Maria Bartiromo broke the story this morning on Sunday Morning Futures.

GA House Speaker Ralston Redistricting Rep. Philip
Nov 08, 2021 · The House has set up a portal for redistricting comments and there is a 1pm meeting today in Room 406 of the Coverdell Legislative Office Building (CLOB) today for two minute public comments. The CLOB is directly across from the Capitol at 18 Capitol Sq SW, Atlanta, GA 30334. The vote on the new districts is expected to take place on Wednesday November 10 th.